Kingston: Covid Vaccine Communications & Engagement to build
confidence, manage expectations and increase uptake

Live document: due to fast moving operational programme
Updated regularly in liaison with Kingston LA, NHS, Healthwatch and voluntary partners
K&R Communications and Engagement Group
March 2021
Bringing together Croydon, Kingston, Merton, Richmond, Sutton and Wandsworth
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This slide deck:
•

Objectives for communications and engagement

•

Overview of comms and engagement: local communities, health and
care staff, stakeholders/partners, media/social & digital

•

More detail on comms and engagement activities and approach with:

•

–

local communities

–

health and care staff

–

stakeholders and partners

–

social media, media and digital

Evaluation
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Objectives for communications and engagement
1.

Build confidence in the covid vaccine

2.

Manage expectations about when local people will receive it

3.

Increase uptake particularly in priority communities - by listening
to, understanding local concerns and providing information in a
factual and unbiased way

4.

Support our NHS frontline with their operational communications
around delivering the vaccine
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Overview covid vaccine communications and engagement
1. Local Communities

2. Health and Care Staff

• Mapped low uptake vaccine groups with Kingston partners and identified
how best to engage
• Community engagement plan below for low-uptake vaccine communities
• Community influencers and local clinicians short films, photographs and
case studies to share through social media and WhatsApp networks
• Borough narrative and FAQs update regularly and localise for Kingston’s top
concerns and questions and share centrally on CCG website
• Content share updated content with community networks and patient groups
• Kingston Communication and Engagement Group – C&E plan together and
share information out with communities through Kingston channels collectively
– air traffic control for most useful information to share

• Recruitment plan to support recruitment of vaccine professionals – SWL wide
• Covid staff survey insight shared insight and actions across the partnership
• GPs and primary care support to Kingston PCN vaccination sites:
• materials and leaflets printed – bespoke signage
• help and support with reactive media requests and queries from MPs
and Cllrs
• work with to community engagement to encourage vaccine take up at
PCN level
• Content delivered by NHS, Local Authorities, primary care and health and care
providers in Kingston through:
• Internal communications channels
• BME staff forums and professional networks

‘Content’ is the driver for all groups:
re-purposed for each audience
•
•
•
•

3. Stakeholders/partners

local operational updates
national NHS facts and information
about the vaccines
targeted campaigns
case studies and inspirational stories

• Every weekly Key messages and Top 5 common questions that week to
distribute each week to K&R C&E group, with Tonia Michaelides and Dr Naz
Jivani sharing with key partners for local cascade
• Key elected members Kingston Leader, HWBB Chair, OSC Chair, Cabinet
Member for Health + key officers: CEx, DASS, DPH. Weekly email and regular
meetings with Tonia Michaelides and Dr Naz Jivani.
• MP meetings SWL wide all party briefing as well as local regular borough
update meetings and written briefings
• Health and Care partners regular Gold updates from SWL
• LA and Trust comms leads liaison
• Content delivered through the Tuesday update and regular meetings

4. Media, Social and Digital

• Recruitment plan supporting the recruitment of vaccine professionals
• NHSE/DHSC/PHE content and social assets shared on channels and ‘air traffic
control’ to K+R C&E groups to share through all partner channels
• Content for each Kingston social channels
• social, digital and partner channels
• Swlondonccg.nhs.uk – Kingston page single source of the truth, all
content and briefings to be updated on these pages
• Media
• SWL overview of reactive media for the system to ensure consistency
• Proactive media plan based on content to reach Kingston patients and
communities
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1. Local Communities
Engagement objectives with communities in Kingston
Through local conversations, with local health care professionals and
champions we will:

•

Provide up to date information about the vaccine - ‘inform’ rather than
‘influence’

•

Clarify the process for how and where individuals will be offered the
vaccine

•

Listen to and understand local concerns and rumours – address
directly where possible – capture and feedback where necessary

•

Reinforce message that the NHS is still here for people to access

•

Co-create messages

•

Develop culturally appropriate community materials
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Areas and populations of interest
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Key communities
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ethnic minority communities, in particular:
o Tamil communities
o Other South East Asian communities
o Korean communities
o Arabic communities (Muslim)
o Black communities
Gypsy Roma Traveller communities
Older people
People with underlying health conditions and those who are Clinically Extremely
Vulnerable
People with a disability or learning difficulty
Care home residents
Care staff
Unpaid carers
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Engagement approach with communities (1)
Four ‘swim lanes’ of activity - supported by communications with staff, stakeholders & print/broadcast media

1. Community engagement
- Work with voluntary sector to host
community conversations to provide
latest evidence about the vaccine,
hear local stories and gather insight.
- Hold smaller focus groups to allow
for rich and ongoing dialogue
- ‘Every contact counts’ – all NHS
contacts should be empowered to
have the vax ‘confident conversation’
–tips and sign post to single source
of truth of swl website

2. Community partners & influencers
- Work with Local Authorities and PH
teams strong local networks to host
engagement
- Work with key local influencers
(health and care professionals, faith
leaders, community champions,
pharmacists) to lead and host
conversations for us, to build trust and
provide confidence in the vaccine.
- Fund and support voluntary sector to
do outreach work in communities
- Work with local partners and
community influencers to share facts
and respond to rumours / false
information.

3. GP practice engagement
‘3 approach offer’ to cohort
patients: –
1. text message or letter,
2. phone call from practice staff
3. phone call form GP
Dedicated engagement sessions
with decliners / wider practice
population
-Signpost to community sessions or
community champions
- Work with practice link
workers/social prescribers to have
121 conversations

4. Social media
- Develop culturally relevant content
featuring trusted community
influencers (GPs/Nurses, faith
leaders, community champions)
- This content used for paid-for
targeted ads to people in low-uptake
post codes – on digital devices, social
media and other digital channels.
- Different languages & formats
- Local radio and local ethnic minority
media - - Proactive and responsive
posts on social media (Facebook &
Next door)
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Engagement approach with communities (2)
–

Delivering vaccination Q&A webinars and other outreach with Healthwatch Kingston (and others tbc) –
watched live and/or available as recording – good reach.

–

Run dedicated sessions:

•

with people who live with particular conditions (e.g. hypertension, diabetes,, mental health,) in line with
order of priority groups

•

With particular community groups (e.g. people from ethnic minority backgrounds, Older people and
those experiencing health inequalities such as people with learning disabilities) in line with order of
priority groups

•

In specific areas – explore working with PCNs (SP link workers) re hesitancy, reporting back how
programme is going locally - webinars, podcast, short films, live Q&As (when local data available)

–

Work with the Kingston KVA to support local VCS to engage with their communities – share information
and feedback any concerns

–

Working with Kingston Council “community champions” via community development and neighbourhood
teams to reach into seldom heard communities
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Engagement approach with communities (3)
•

Mapped low uptake vaccine groups based on insight (see key audiences) co-produce community specific
messages and hold culturally authentic conversations with the target cohorts and feedback any concerns.

•

Recruiting community champions, particularly from key audience groups or where vaccine uncertainty is
prevalent.

•

Postcards with Stay at Home and vaccine messaging delivered to all households across borough.

•

Embedded vaccine message in letters out to 6,100 clinically extremely vulnerable people.

•

Using community influencers, people who have had the vaccine and local clinicians to develop content –
short films, photographs and case studies to share through social media and WhatsApp networks

•

Borough narrative and FAQs – weekly update, localised for top concerns/questions, which is then used to
update to Kingston vaccine rollout page and www.kingston.gov.uk/vaccine.

•

Mythbusting: monitor channels and soft intelligence from engagement activity to identify key
misinformation/myths that need addressing locally.

•

All content sent out and coordinated through all our digital and print channels - social media, residents'
newsletters, website, any print collateral.
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Work to date
Name or organisation

Date of
session

Numbers
attended

Community or group

Kingston Mencap

1/12/2020

10

People with learning disabilities

Kingston Welcare

8/12/2020

10

KingsGate Church

5/01/2012

50

Parents of children under 5 ( including parents with mental
health support and postnatal depression
Local people – mix of ages and ethnicities

Kingston Patient and Public Forum

13/01/2021

7

Local residents, PPGs and reps of local organisations

Learn English at Home (LEAH)

18/01/2021

31

Refugee Action Kingston
Diabetes UK Kingston & Richmond
Kingston Centre for Independent Living
(KCIL)
KVA Test & Trace and Vaccination
information session
Healthwatch Kingston

19/01/2021
19/01/2021
21/01/2021

11
54
38

ESOL (English for speakers of other languages) sessions for
ethnic minority adults, including refugees and migrants
Arabic speaking who may be refugees or asylum seekers
Diabetes support group
People living with a disability and carers.

27/01/21

23

VCS organisations with vaccination Q&A with local GP

16/02/2021

35

Open meeting – all residents

Purley Masjid and Al Khaleel Institute with
SWL CCG
KCIL

13/2/21

50

Engagement outreach event for Muslim communities in SWL

16/02/2021

15

Paid care assistants and people living with a disability.

Kingston Methodist Church

02/03/2021

20

Church congregation

Kingston Council & Kingston Race Equality
Council

04/03/2021

-

Webinar – vaccination and ethnic minority communities

Kingston patient and public forum

10/03/21

Local residents and PPG representatives
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Work to date (2)
Name or organisation

Date of
session

Numbers
attended

Community or group

Tamil Helpline

13/3/21

73

Tamil community in south west London

YOL! & Youth Council

15/3/21

14

Young people 13-18 years

Refugee Action Kingston

23/03/2021

11

Arabic speakers

NHS E London

30/3/21

London wide Covid event for Romanian speakers

NHS E London

31/3/21

Covid event for older people living in London

Achieving for Children

31/3/21

38

Staff from ethnic minority backgrounds

Kingston Council

04/04/21

11,000 views Facebook live session with DPH and Kingston GP
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Future sessions
Name or organisation

Date of session Community or group

Richmond & Kingston Children’s
Centres
Kingston College

21/4/21

Young families

4/5/21

16-19 year olds

Kingston College

29/4/21

16-19 year olds

Refugee Action Kingston

TBC

Session for Korean speaking community

Kingston Mencap

April/May tbc

People with a learning disability
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Forward plan
Working with local health and care partners to identify gaps in our reach and focus on low vaccine uptake groups and seldom heard communities.
-

Work with pilot FE college cluster to run sessions with students to reach our younger population.

-

Following success of session in Arabic, Refuge Action Kingston (RAK) keen to run other sessions for seldom heard groups. Planning with partners to
run a session for wider Korean community with interpreters. To involve New Malden PCN with recognised and trusted local clinicians as large Korean
community in this area. Opportunity to extend invite to SWL Korean communities.

-

Working with key partners – KVA, Healthwatch Kingston and RBK community development team to ensure more joined up approach to COVID-19 19
engagement with local population..

-

Working with Council to partner with Kingston Race Equality Council to build on successful webinar series about pandemic held during 2020 with
focus on ethnic minority communities.

-

Working with Kingston Council community development team to support Covid focused engagement sessions with seldom heard communities
building on engagement programme running for NHS Test and Trace. Opportunity to enhance this work with funding for targeted groups to focus on
outreach to build confidence in and uptake of Covid vaccination.

-

Working with Council’s new Covid-19 community champions network as it develops to help disseminate factual / accurate information regarding the
vaccine.

-

Explore with Kingston Mind and MH teams the best ways of reaching people using mental health services.

-

Continue health and wellbeing conversation with learning disability virtual groups to talk about the Covid vaccine e.g. Kings ton Friends’ Chat,
Mencap and through HWK and LED partnership board.

-

Explore with Spear and Kingston Churches Action on Homelessness – partnership approach to reaching homeless population.

-

Cross-borough working on engagement e.g. SWL engagement event in partnership with local Imams for our Muslim communities.

-

Kingston Council and other partners to reach paid care assistants and care workers.

-

Work with PCNS and local VCS to reach into areas where low vaccine uptake may be higher or take up identified as lower.
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2. Health and Care Staff
•

Recruitment plan supporting the recruitment of vaccine professionals

•

Supporting GPs and primary care on PCN vaccination sites
–

Materials and leaflets printed – bespoke signage

–

Support reactive media requests and queries from MPs & Cllrs

•

Community engagement at PCN level to encourage vaccine take-up

•

LA comms plan promoting vaccine to social care staff and care homes with key tasks that include:

•

–

Proactive contact of care homes

–

Contact of larger group care home organisations

–

Targeted communications through established channels

–

Proactive identification & promotion to internal staff

Content plan delivered by NHS, Local Authorities, primary care and health and care providers through:
–

internal communications channels,

–

BME staff forums and professional networks
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3. Stakeholders/partners
•

Every week - Key messages and Top 5 common questions to:
–

Kingston and Richmond Comms and Eng Groups

–

Key elected members and senior officers including Cllr Kerr, Cllr Davey, Cllr Schafer,
Ian Thomas and Iona Liddington

–

Bi-weekly meetings with key councillors and senior officers in Borough MP meetings
SWL wide all party briefing as well as local regular borough update meetings and
written briefings

•

Health and Care partners regular Gold updates from SWL

•

LA and NHS Trust comms leads liaison (weekly and bi-weekly)

•

Content delivered through the weekly update and regular meetings

•

Regular messaging in Council newsletters
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4. Media, Social and Digital (1)
•

Recruitment plan – targeted digital ads + local media + social media – supporting
the recruitment of vaccine professionals

•

All content and briefings are being updated on Kingston vaccine rollout page
and then coordinated with Kingston pages (www.kingston.gov.uk/vaccine) to
ensure information provided is consistent

•

Social media adverts targeting vaccine communities who may be uncertain
about the vaccine

•

Media
–

SWL overview of reactive media for the system to ensure consistency

–

Proactive media plan based on content to reach patients and communities

–

Rolling programme of weekly interviews with DPH on Radio Jackie to share key
prevention and vaccine messages.
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Media, Social and Digital (2)
•

•

SWL selecting and refreshing content for Kingston and Richmond comms and engagement group to share through all partner channels.
Campaigns we are supporting:
–

Vaccine confidence – “safe and effective” messaging

–

NHS is here for you – especially cancer, stroke, mental and child health

–

Vaccine scam awareness – the vaccine is free messaging

–

Vaccine recruitment campaign

–

Lockdown – hands face space and keep on protecting each other messaging

Sharing other national materials with comms and engagement leads in our boroughs – ‘air traffic control’ for huge volumes of materials available
nationally.
–

Foreign language assets including videos in Arabic, Bengali, Gujarati, Polish, Punjabi, Romanian, Spanish, Swahili, Turkish, Urdu and Yoruba

–

Easy read versions are arriving, awaiting further materials

–

Confidence building quote cards - quotes from healthcare professionals, community influencers etc.

•

Regularly updating a core key messages and Q&A document and sharing with comms and engagement group

•

Providing updated materials, FAQs and social assets to local community groups via local engagement leads.

•

Continue to capture FAQs from community groups and respond as necessary.

•

Updating Kingston vaccine borough page regularly with local content

•

Sharing stakeholder borough update with voluntary sector and patient groups.
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NHS and Council assets
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Reaction on social media
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Evaluation
•

Regular informal feedback from partners at Kingston and Richmond Comms and Engagement Group as well as
from key stakeholders directly to Tonia and Dr Naz Jivani

•

Once we have access to the data on vaccine take-up we will be able to adapt our activities and determine which
ones contribute to increased take-up

•

Within each community engagement session, if felt appropriate, we poll participants at the beginning and at the end
to see if their vaccine intentions have been positively influenced by discussions. This needs to done sensitively and
at the discretion of the host/ facilitator and may not be appropriate in all sessions.

•

We are using a sentiment analysis programme for social media to track vaccine sentiment and highlight areas and
virtual communities for messaging and information

•

We are tracking activity, volumes and unique users to our swlondonccg.nhs.uk website as we are promoting this the
“single source of truth” about the vaccine, a hub of all the information for different audiences on one place.

•

Feedback from stakeholders, partners and communities at borough level and the SWL Community Engagement
Steering Group will be key in assessing if we are approaching the comms and engagement in right way. We will
adapt our approach and content where we can, within the limits of this nationally controlled programme.

•

We will repeat the covid health and care staff attitudes and intentions survey to test and refine our approach to
health and care staff comms and engagement

•

Media evaluation is on a weekly basis to ensure consistency of key messages in media content
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